1977 mgb fuel pump

Prompt shipment, good price with adequate instructions for installation included with
packaging. The product was factory packaged with proper protection during and after shipping.
Easy and flexible installation. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Banjo Washer.
Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Filter. Fuel Level Float. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Lock Ring. Fuel
Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Sender Gasket. Fuel Sender Lock Ring. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Sending
Unit Gasket. Fuel Tank. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and
Hardware. AC Delco. Beck Arnley. Mr Gasket. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By
Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Features: Meet or exceed OE specifications. Airtex E Electric Fuel
Pump. Beck Arnley Electric Fuel Pump. Mr Gasket Electric Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric
Fuel Pumps are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing
and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps deliver optimum performance while
providing long life. Carter Fuel Systems replacement Electric Pumps consistently deliver fuel at
the precise pressure and flow rate the vehicle demands. Carter P Electric Fuel Pump. Notes:
Electric Fuel Pump -- An engine oil pressure switch may be required, see Delphi part number
FA; A fuel pump block-off plate may be required see Delphi part number FA or FA; Fuel tank
contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of
contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before
installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years.
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards
Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel
hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's innovative design and durability
Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Restores fast pressure performance and system
integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy. Spectra Premium Electric Fuel
Pump. Carter P May 11th, Posted by Al. Mr Gasket 42S. March 28th, Posted by Classic 44R.
Catalog: B. Catalog: F. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to
Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine
starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's
innovative design and durability Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Restores fast pressure
performance and system integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy Position:
In-Line Condition: New Position s In-Line Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. JavaScript
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Sign Up for E-News. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:. Having trouble posting or changing forum
settings? The MG Experience Page 1 2. MarkInPortland Mark Uhrich. I am by no means a
mechanic, but after 3 days working on my MGB and dealing with a bad fuel pump I learned
some things that can help a novice like me. First the fuel pump sits half in the trunk and half
under the car, with the main fuel pump body setting through a rubber grommet in the back of
trunk. To remove I jacked up right side of car, using the MG jack, and then put boards under the
wheels in case the jack came loose or broke. I then disconnected the negative from battery for
safety since we are dealing with gasoline. Then I disconnected the fuel line from tank to fuel
pump. I disconnected at fuel pump not tank by loosening the hose clamps with a nut driver. I
thought gas would spill out so I put a plastic tub ready to catch any fuel- although there was no
fuel that came out once I disconnected hose. I then did the same with the fuel line that went out
to carburetor. I disconnected at fuel pump. Some fuel did dribble out from this hose once
disconnected, which I caught in tub. Next I disconnected the negative wire clip that goes to the
main body of the fuel pump. This is located under the car. One needs a flashlight and some
room to maneuver to find it- its on the forward end of pump, but its pretty easy to disconnect.

Next there is a vent tube attached to the body on the back end of fuel pump, but still under car.
Just pull this off. Now that its- you are done with work under the car for now. Next open trunk
and look for the metal shroud that protects the fuel pump. This is located forward of the gas
entry on the right side of car looking toward front of car. Now loosen the clamp around the
rubber grommet- its about a " diameter grommet. Then disconnect the positive wire clip to this
end of fuel pump. Now you are ready to remove. Just push pump forward through grommet. It
made be a little stuck, so try loosening with a screw driver or silicon spray. Once free and
pushed forward a couple inches, go under car again and pull pump the rest of the way out, it
will drop out very easy. That's it- to install just reverse the process. I hope this helps those new
to MGB fuels pump replacement. Mark, Portland Oregon. Sponsored Links. LmBoise Louis
Miller. Top Contributor. Mark, I am not a mechanic either and have learned most of what I know
about MG's here on the forum. One common theme I have heard is do not use the MG jack to
hold up the car. I invested in a floor jack and 4 axle stands. I use them all the time. Harbor
Freight has a great price on them. While I have not used the MG jack, I have heard horror stories
about how unsafe they are. Thanks I did not realize the car jacks were that unsafe- I will invest
in a better floor jack. The actual problem I have with the fuel pump is turning out to be a power
supply issue. I have The pump will not click when ignition is turned on, although it did click
when I hooked directly to 12 volts removed from car. I did hook up a wire direct from the
negative terminal of fuel pump to battery negative and then the pump clicked away with ignition
on. So the ground wire is bad either at spade connector to pump or wherever it connects at
other end, which I think may be be in trunk. Does anyone know? Bolton, Greater Manchester,
UK. The jack is for changing a wheel in an emergency at the side of the road Robert Robert
Garnett. Saint John, N B, Canada. I had a similar problem with my 77 when I had it painted. The
ground washer wasn't cutting through the paint. Had to remove the bolt and washer and remove
a small amount of paint to establish a good ground. In my case the ground that I removed was
in the trunk to the left of the trunk lock catch when facing the front of the car. Hope this is of
some help. Thanks Bob- well I am such a dummy. I replaced the license plate lights last week
because they had gotten smashed while getting pushed during a breakdown I had last year. So I
forgot to hook up the ground wire to the license plate bolt. It was difficult to see as it was
hidden under the spare tire. Anyway we are up and running. Its been days working all day on
the car on various issues, which actually was fairly educational. The car sat for 3 years, which
was my biggest mistake as fuel and clutch lines went bad. But now its time to finally enjoy the
nice fall weather in Oregon with the top down. NNN Norman Nalepa. FL, USA. You can order on
line from advance auto. So you will also have to change the rubber hoses. No problems. Or can
buy an electric pump and wire it up to stay in place. Either way will work. Advance auto will
have the name of the pump and the fittings. Air tex is the pump name. Or you could buy an SU
pump and skip all of that agro. Gentlemen - It appears from Mark's last post, that his fuel pump
is working fine since he replaced the ground wire properly under the license plate bracket
mounting bolt through the rear trunk bulkhead. Mark, no need to refer to yourself as a dummy
for missing that ground point. Your aren't the first by a long shot to get caught by that stealth
connection and you sure won't be the last. Thank you for sharing your experience with us. Last
edit at AM by ddubois. Thanks Dave- I very much appreciate all the advice and tips you provide.
Especially your tip sheet on installing the banjo bolts. I purchased a new fuel pump, as the old
one would leak intermittently, and could not remember the correct orientation of the banjo bolts.
The new SU pump came with the O-rings already placed at the top of the threads, so I was not
sure if a fiber washer was needed on this side of banjo fitting. This is different from your sheet
which states the O-rings are not included. So initially I put the fiber washers on both sides of
the banjo fitting. Is this correct? On the other side of banjo fitting there is an obvious recessed
area for the fiber washer, so I placed a fiber washer here on both inlet and outlet banjo fitting.
But I initially installed this recessed side to the pump with the banjo bolt head on the flat side of
banjo fitting. According to your picture this should be reversed. Then should I not use a second
fiber washer on the flat side of banjo fitting? Mark - Fiber washer goes in the recessed side of
the banjo fitting, which faces toward the banjo bolt head. There should not be a washed on the
flat side of the banjo fitting, just the 'O' ring in the recessed inlet and outlet ports of the fuel
pump Just as is pictured in the article on my Homepage. When I wrote that article, 'O' rings were
not supplied with the fuel pump. Apparently they are now. Southern B Alan M. Some after
market pumps have higher pressure than the SU pump, which can be bad for your engine. SRN
Steve Naert. My problem turned out to be the fiber washers, even though they were supposedly
the correct washers, were too large of a diameter to fit into the recessed opening facing the
banjo bolt head. I had to put them on my finger like a ring, then roll them around on sa
harley electrical connectors
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ndpaper to make them smaller until they just fit into the recessed opening. Worked great - no
leaks. If your pump is still leaking around the fiber washer at the bolt head - could be your
problem. Killian Kevin Carroll. Hi Mark. Thank you for the good info. I just purchased my first
MG, B. Is there suppose to be a hose connected to the part in the trunk? Reason i ask is there's
a stem thete with nothing attached. Mine just has a wire. Much thanks - KC. To reply or ask your
own question: Members Sign In. Sign In with Facebook. Create an Account. Join The Club. More
to Explore. Morris Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum. Website problem? Autoshrine v6. Oct 4,
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